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a b s t r a c t
Given a graph G and a non-negative integer g , the g-extraconnectivity of G is the minimum
cardinality of a set of vertices in G, if such a set exists, whose deletion disconnects G and
leaves every remaining component with more than g vertices. This study shows that the
2-extraconnectivity of a k-ary n-cube Q kn for k ≥ 4 and n ≥ 5 is equal to 6n− 5.
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1. Introduction
Rapid advances in Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) technology andWafer-Scale Integration (WSI) technology havemade
it possible to design and produce multiprocessor systems containing hundreds or even thousands of processors (nodes)
connected through an interconnection network on a single chip. The underlying topology of an interconnection network
is usually modelled by a connected graph G = (V , E) whose vertices represent processors and whose edges represent
communication links in the network. The connectivity of a graph G, denoted by κ(G), is the minimum number of vertices
whose removal from G makes the resulting graph disconnected or contain only one vertex [11,13]. Connectivity is often
used as ameasure of system reliability and fault tolerance. However, this measure has an obvious deficiency in that it tacitly
assumes that all vertices adjacent to the same vertex can potentially fail at the same time. However, this is practically
impossible in network applications. Given a graph G and a non-negative integer g , the g-extraconnectivity of G, denoted by
κg(G), is the minimum cardinality of a set of vertices in G, if such a set exists, whose deletion disconnects G and leaves
each remaining component with more than g vertices [4,5]. The g-extraconnectivity is a generalization of the classical
connectivity and can provide more accurate measures regarding the reliability and fault-tolerance of a large-scale parallel
system. Numerous studies on the extraconnectivity of various graphs and networks have recently generated a great deal of
interest [3–5,10,12,14,15].
The k-ary n-cube [6], denoted by Q kn , is one of the most popular network topologies for building a multiprocessor
system due to its desirable properties, such as ease of implementation and ability to reduce message latency by exploiting
communication locality found in many parallel applications. Previous studies investigate several topological properties of
Q kn [1–3,6–9,12]. Wand et al. [12] evaluated the 2-restricted edge connectivity and 3-restricted edge connectivity of Q
k
n .
Day [3] evaluated the 1-extraconnectivity of Q kn by showing that κ1(Q
k
n ) = 4n−3 for k ≥ 4 and n ≥ 2, and κ1(Q kn ) = 4n−2
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for k = 3 and n ≥ 2. The current study evaluates the 2-extraconnectivity of Q kn . By exploring new topological properties of
Q kn , this study shows that κ2(Q
k
n ) = 6n− 5 for k ≥ 4 and n ≥ 5.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces some of the definitions and notations used
throughout this paper. Section 3 derives some useful properties of Q kn used in the proposed method. Section 4 evaluates the
the 2-extraconnectivity of Q kn . Finally, Section 5 presents some concluding remarks.
2. Preliminaries
An undirected graph (graph for short) G = (V , E) consists of a vertex set V and an edge set E, where V is a finite set and E
is a subset of {(u, v)| (u, v) is an unordered pair of distinct elements of V }. The terms V (G) and E(G) denote the vertex set
and edge set of G, respectively. A simple graph is a graph without loops or multiple edges. This study considers undirected
and simple graphs. A subgraph of G = (V , E) is a graph H = (V ′, E ′) such that V ′ ⊆ V and E ′ ⊆ E. The components of a graph
G are its maximal connected subgraphs.
A path P[v1, vt ] = ⟨v1, v2, . . . , vt⟩ for t ≥ 2 in a graph G is a sequence of distinct vertices such that any two consecutive
vertices are adjacent, and v1 and vt are the end-vertices of the path. For convenience, use Pt to denote a path of t vertices.
A cycle C = ⟨v1, v2, . . . , vt⟩ for t ≥ 3 is a sequence of vertices in which any two consecutive vertices are adjacent and v1
and vt are also adjacent, where v1, v2, . . . , vt are all distinct. A complete graph of n vertices, denoted by Kn, is a simple graph
whose vertices are pairwise adjacent.
The neighborhood of a vertex u in G, denoted by NG(u), is the set of all vertices adjacent to u in G. The cardinality
|NG(u)| represents the degree of u in G, denoted by degG(u). For a vertex subset V ′ ⊆ V (G), the neighborhood of V ′ in G is
NG(V ′) =

u∈V ′ NG(u)
−V ′. For a subgraphH inG,NG(V (H)) can be simplified asNG(H). LetV1 andV2 be twodisjoint vertex
subsets of G. The common neighborhood of V1 and V2 in G is defined as NG(V1)∩NG(V2). Let cnG(V1, V2) = |NG(V1)∩NG(V2)|.
For two vertex-disjoint subgraphs H1 and H2 in G, cnG(V (H1), V (H2)) can be simplified as cnG(H1,H2).
An isomorphism froma simple graphG to a simple graphH is a bijection function f : V (G)→ V (H) such that (u, v) ∈ E(G)
if and only if (f (u), f (v)) ∈ E(H). Note that ‘‘G is isomorphic to H ’’, written G ∼= H , if there is an isomorphism from G to H . A
matching in a graph G is a set of non-loop edges with no shared endpoint. The vertices incident to the edges of a matching
M are saturated byM . A perfect matching in a graph is a matching that saturates every vertex.
Let G = (V , E) be a graph and let g be a non-negative integer. A faulty vertex subset F ⊆ V (G) is a g-extra vertex cut
(κg-cut for short) if G−F is disconnected and every remaining component of G−F hasmore than g vertices. Note that κg(G)
is the minimum size of a κg-cut if it exists.
A k-ary n-cube, denoted by Q kn , where k ≥ 2 and n ≥ 1 are integers, has N = kn vertices. Each of these vertices has the
form x = xnxn−1 . . . x1 where xi ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k − 1} for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Two vertices x = xnxn−1 . . . x1 and y = ynyn−1 . . . y1 in
Q kn are adjacent if and only if there exists an integer j, where 1 ≤ j ≤ n, such that xj = yj ± 1 (mod k) and xl = yl for all
l ∈ {1, 2, . . . n} − {j}. In this case, (x, y) is a j-dimensional edge. For clarity of presentation, the remaining expressions in this
paper omit writing ‘‘(mod k)’’. Note that each vertex has degree 2n when k ≥ 3 and n ≥ 1, and has degree n when k = 2
and n ≥ 1. Note that Q k1 is a cycle of length k, Q 2n is an n-dimensional hypercube, and Q k2 is a k× kwrap-around mesh.
It is possible to partition Q kn over j-dimension, where 1 ≤ j ≤ n, into k disjoint subcubes: Q kn−1[0], Q kn−1[1],Q kn−1[2], . . . ,
Q kn−1[k− 1] (abbreviated as Q [0],Q [1],Q [2], . . . ,Q [k− 1] if there is no ambiguity) by deleting all the j-dimension edges
from Q kn . Note that Q [j] is isomorphic to a k-ary (n− 1)-cube, where 0 ≤ j ≤ k− 1. Moreover, there is a perfect matching
between Q [i] and Q [i + 1] for 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1. The right-neighbor of a vertex u ∈ V (Q [i]), denoted by uR, is the unique
neighbor of u in Q [i+ 1]. The left-neighbor of u ∈ V (Q [i]), denoted by uL, is the unique neighbor of u in Q [i− 1].
3. Properties of k-Aary n-Cubes
Property 1 ([2,3]). κ(Q kn ) = 2n for k ≥ 3 and n ≥ 1, κ1(Q kn ) = 4n− 2 for k ≥ 4 and n ≥ 2, and κ1(Q kn ) = 4n− 3 for k = 3
and n ≥ 2.
Definition 1. The cn-number of a graph G, denoted by cn(G), equals maxu,v∈V (G){cnG({u}, {v})}.
It is not difficult to show the following lemma using the induction method on n.
Lemma 1. cn(Q kn ) = 2 for k ≥ 4 and n ≥ 1.
Lemma 2. If S1 ∼= K1 and S2 ∼= K2 are two vertex-disjoint subgraphs in Q kn , where k ≥ 4 and n ≥ 1, then cnQ kn (S1, S2) ≤ 3.
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. For the base case where k ≥ 4 and n ≥ 1, the result clearly holds. Assume that the
lemma holds for Q kn−1, where k ≥ 4 and n ≥ 2. Let V (S1) = {u} and S2 = (x, y). Suppose that (x, y) is a j-dimensional edge.
Let Q [0],Q [1], . . . ,Q [k− 1] be k disjoint subcubes partitioned from Q kn over j-dimension. Therefore, x and y do not belong
to the same subcube. Assume that u ∈ V (Q [i]) for some 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1. According to the locations of x and y, there are the
following cases.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the proof of Lemma 2.
Case 1: One of {x, y} is in Q [i] and the other is in Q [i + 1] for some 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1. Without loss of generality, assume
that x ∈ V (Q [i]) and y ∈ V (Q [i+ 1]). By Lemma 1, cnQ [i]({u}, {x}) ≤ 2 (Fig. 1(a)). Note that cnQ [i+1]({u}, {y}) ≤ 1
and cnQ [i−1]({u}, {x}) = cnQ [i+1]({u}, {x}) = 0. Moreover, cnQ [i−1]({u}, {y}) = cnQ [i+2]({u}, {y}) = 0. Hence,
cnQ kn (S1, S2) = cnQ [i]({u}, {x})+ cnQ [i−1]({u}, {x})+ cnQ [i+1]({u}, {y})+ cnQ [i+2]({u}, {y}) ≤ 2+ 0+ 1+ 0 = 3.
Case 2: One of {x, y} is in Q [i + 1] and the other is in Q [i + 2]. Without loss of generality, assume that x ∈ V (Q [i + 1])
and y ∈ V (Q [i + 2]). Since there is a perfect matching between Q [i] and Q [i + 1], cnQ [i]({u}, {x}) ≤ 1 and
cnQ [i+1]({u}, {x}) ≤ 1 (Fig. 1(b)). Moreover, cnQ [i−1]({u}, {y}) ≤ 1 (note that cnQ [i−1]({u}, {y}) = 1 implies
k = 4), and cnQ [i]({u}, {y}) = cnQ [i+1]({u}, {y}) = 0. Hence, cnQ kn (S1, S2) = cnQ [i]({u}, {x}) + cnQ [i+1]({u}, {x}) +
cnQ [i−1]({u}, {y}) ≤ 1+ 1+ 1 = 3.
Case 3: One of {x, y} is in Q [i + 2] and the other is in Q [i + 3]. In this case, k ≥ 5. Without loss of generality, assume
that x ∈ V (Q [i + 2]) and y ∈ V (Q [i + 3]). Note that vertex u has the left-neighbor in Q [i − 1] and the right-
neighbor in Q [i + 1], which leads to cnQ [i−1]({u}, {y}) ≤ 1 (note that cnQ [i−1]({u}, {y}) = 1 implies k = 5) and
cnQ [i+1]({u}, {x}) ≤ 1 (Fig. 1(c)). Hence, cnQ kn (S1, S2) = cnQ [i+1]({u}, {x})+ cnQ [i−1]({u}, {y}) ≤ 2.
Case 4: Cases other than Cases 1–3. There is no common neighbor between S1 and S2, i.e., cnQ kn (S1, S2) = 0. 
Lemma 3. If S1 ∼= K1 and S2 ∼= P3 are two vertex-disjoint subgraphs in Q kn , where k ≥ 4 and n ≥ 1, then cnQ kn (S1, S2) ≤ 4.
Proof. This lemma can be proved by induction on n. For the base cases where n = 1 and k ≥ 4 (a cycle of k nodes), the result
clearly holds. Assume that the lemma holds for any Q kn−1, where k ≥ 4 and n ≥ 2. Let V (S1) = {u} and S2 = ⟨x, y, z⟩. Note
that Q kn can be partitioned over some dimension such that the three vertices of S2 can not belong to the same subcube.
1 Let
Q [0],Q [1], . . . ,Q [k − 1] be k disjoint subcubes partitioned from Q kn over j-dimension. Without loss of generality, assume
that u ∈ Q [i] for some 0 ≤ i ≤ k− 1. This leads to the following scenarios.
Case 1: Two vertices of S2 are in the same subcube. Due to the symmetry, there are three possible subcases.
Case 1.1: Two vertices of S2 are in Q [i]. Without loss of generality, assume that x, y ∈ V (Q [i]). Hence, z ∈
V (Q [i + 1]). By Lemma 2, cnQ [i]({u}, {x, y}) ≤ 3. Moreover, since (y, z) is a perfect matching edge between
Q [i] and Q [i + 1], cnQ [i+1]({u}, {z}) ≤ 1. Note that cnQ [i−1]({u}, {x, y}) = 0, cnQ [i−1]({u}, {z}) = 0, and
cnQ [i+2]({u}, {z}) = 0. Hence, cnQ kn (S1, S2) = cnQ [i]({u}, {x, y}) + cnQ [i−1]({u}, {x, y, z}) + cnQ [i+1]({u}, {z}) +
cnQ [i+2]({u}, {x, y, z}) ≤ 3+ 0+ 1+ 0 = 4.
Case 1.2: Two vertices of S2 are in Q [i+ 1]. This leads to the following scenarios.
Case 1.2.1: x, y ∈ V (Q [i + 1]). Without loss of generality, assume that z ∈ V (Q [i + 2]). Since there is a
perfectmatching between any two consecutive subcubes, cnQ [i]({u}, {x, y}) ≤ 2 and cnQ [i+1]({u}, {x, y}) ≤ 1
(Fig. 2(a)). Moreover, cnQ [i−1]({u}, {y}) = 0 and cnQ [i−1]({u}, {z}) ≤ 1 (cnQ [i−1]({u}, {z}) = 1 implies k = 4).
Hence, cnQ kn (S1, S2) = cnQ [i]({u}, {x, y})+ cnQ [i+1]({u}, {x, y, z})+ cnQ [i−1]({u}, {z}) ≤ 2+ 1+ 1 = 4.
Case 1.2.2: y, z ∈ V (Q [i+ 1]). Without loss of generality, assume that x ∈ V (Q [i]). Note that y ∈ V (Q [i]) and
x, z ∈ V (Q [i+1]) cannot occur. By Lemma 1, cnQ [i]({u}, {x}) ≤ 2 (Fig. 2(b)). Since (x, y) is a perfectmatching
edge, cnQ [i]({u}, {y, z}) ≤ 1 and cnQ [i+1]({u}, {y, z}) ≤ 1.Note that cnQ [i+1]({u}, {x}) = cnQ [i−1]({u}, {x}) = 0.
Hence, cnQ kn (S1, S2) = cnQ [i]({u}, {x})+ cnQ [i]({u}, {y, z})+ cnQ [i+1]({u}, {y, z}) ≤ 2+ 1+ 1 = 4.
Case 1.3: Two vertices of S2 are in Q [i+ 2]. This leads to the following scenarios.
Case 1.3.1: x, y ∈ V (Q [i + 2]). Without loss of generality, assume that z ∈ V (Q [i + 3]). Since there is a
perfect matching between any two consecutive subcubes, cnQ [i+1]({u}, {x, y}) ≤ 1 (Fig. 3(a)). Moreover,
cnQ [i+1]({u}, {z}) = 0 and cnQ [i−1]({u}, {z}) ≤ 1 (note that cnQ [i−1]({u}, {z}) = 1 implies k = 5). Hence,
cnQ kn (S1, S2) = cnQ [i+1]({u}, {x, y})+ cnQ [i−1]({u}, {z}) ≤ 1+ 1 = 2.
Case 1.3.2: y, z ∈ V (Q [i+2]).Without loss of generality, assume that x ∈ V (Q [i+1]). Note that y ∈ V (Q [i+1])
and x, z ∈ V (Q [i + 2]) cannot occur. Since there is a perfect matching between any two consecutive
subcubes, cnQ [i]({u}, {x}) ≤ 1 and cnQ [i+1]({u}, {x}) ≤ 1 (Fig. 3(b)). Moreover, cnQ [i−1]({u}, {x}) = 0 and
cnQ [i−1]({u}, {y, z}) ≤ 1 (note that cnQ [i−1]({u}, {y, z}) = 1 implies k = 4). Hence, cnQ kn (S1, S2) = cnQ [i]
({u}, {x})+ cnQ [i+1]({u}, {x})+ cnQ [i−1]({u}, {y, z})+ cnQ [i+1]({u}, {z}) ≤ 1+ 1+ 1+ 1 = 4.
Case 1.4: Cases other than Cases 1.1–1.3. According to the structure property of Q kn , cnQ kn (S1, S2) = 0.
1 Select an arbitrary edge e in S2 and assume that e is a j-dimensional edge. Then, Q kn can be partitioned over j-dimension such that x, y, and z do not
belong to the same subcube.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the proof of Case 1.2 in Lemma 3.
Fig. 3. Illustration of the proof of Case 1.3 in Lemma 3.
Fig. 4. Illustration of the proof of Case 3 in Lemma 3.
Case 2: Three vertices of S2 are in three different subcubes. Due to the symmetry, there are three possible subcases.
Case 2.1: Three vertices of S2 are in Q [i − 1],Q [i], and Q [i + 1]. Without loss of generality, assume that
x ∈ V (Q [i − 1]), y ∈ V (Q [i]), and z ∈ V (Q [i + 1]). By Lemma 1, cnQ [i]({u}, {y}) ≤ 2 (Fig. 4(a)). Since (x, y)
is a perfect matching edge, cnQ [i−1]({u}, {y}) = 0 and cnQ [i−1]({u}, {x}) ≤ 1. Note that cnQ [i+1]({u}, {y}) = 0.
Moreover, since (y, z) is a perfectmatching edge, cnQ [i+1]({u}, {z}) ≤ 1. Hence, cnQ kn (S1, S2) = cnQ [i]({u}, {y})+
cnQ [i−1]({u}, {x})+ cnQ [i+1]({u}, {z}) ≤ 2+ 1+ 1 = 4.
Case 2.2: Three vertices of S2 are in Q [i + 1],Q [i + 2], and Q [i + 3]. Without loss of generality, assume that
x ∈ V (Q [i + 1]), y ∈ V (Q [i + 2]), and z ∈ V (Q [i + 3]). Since there is a perfect matching between any
two subcubes, cnQ [i]({u}, {x}) ≤ 1 and cnQ [i+1]({u}, {x}) ≤ 1 (Fig. 4(b)). Moreover, cnQ [i−1]({u}, {x}) = 0 and
cnQ [i−1]({u}, {z}) ≤ 1 (note that cnQ [i−1]({u}, {z}) = 1 implies k = 5). Hence, cnQ kn (S1, S2) = cnQ [i]({u}, {x})+
cnQ [i+1]({u}, {x})+ cnQ [i−1]({u}, {z}) ≤ 1+ 1+ 1 = 3.
Case 2.3: Three vertices of S2 are in Q [i+ 2],Q [i+ 3], and Q [i+ 4]. Without loss of generality, assume that x ∈
V (Q [i+2]), y ∈ V (Q [i+3]), and z ∈ V (Q [i+4]). Since there is a perfectmatching between any two consecutive
subcubes, cnQ [i+1]({u}, {x}) ≤ 1 (Fig. 4(c)).Moreover, cnQ [i−1]({u}, {x}) = 0 and cnQ [i−1]({u}, {z}) ≤ 1 (note that
cnQ [i−1]({u}, {z}) = 1 implies k = 6). Hence, cnQ kn (S1, S2) = cnQ [i+1]({u}, {x})+ cnQ [i−1]({u}, {z}) ≤ 1+ 1 = 2.
Case 2.4: Cases other than Cases 2.1–2.3. According to the structure property of Q kn , cnQ kn (S1, S2) = 0. 
Lemma 4. If S1 ∼= K2 and S2 ∼= P3 are two vertex-disjoint subgraphs in Q kn , where k ≥ 4 and n ≥ 1, then cnQ kn (S1, S2) ≤ 8.
Proof. Let V (S1) = {u, v}. According to Lemma 3, cnQ kn (S1, S2) ≤ cnQ kn ({u}, S2)+ cnQ kn ({v}, S2) = 4+ 4 = 8. 
4. Main Result
Lemma 5. Let Q [0],Q [1], . . . ,Q [k − 1] represent the k disjoint subcubes after partitioning Q kn over some dimension, where
k ≥ 4 and n ≥ 3. In addition, let F be a faulty set in Q kn with |F | ≤ 6n − 6 and let Fi = F ∩ V (Q [i]) for 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1. If both
Q [i] − Fi and Q [i+ 1] − Fi+1 are connected, then every vertex in Q [i] − Fi is connected to some vertex in Q [i+ 1] − Fi+1, where
0 ≤ i ≤ k− 1.
Proof. For each vertex u ∈ V (Q [i]), there exists a vertex v ∈ V (Q [i + 1]) such that (u, v) is a perfect matching edge in
Q kn . Since |V (Q [i])| = |V (Q [i + 1])| = kn−1 and there exists a perfect matching between Q [i] and Q [i + 1], there are kn−1
perfect matching edges between Q [i] and Q [i + 1]. Moreover, since |F | ≤ 6n − 6 and kn−1 − (6n − 6) > 0 for k ≥ 4 and
n ≥ 3, there must exist a perfect matching edge e between Q [i] − Fi and Q [i+ 1] − Fi+1 such that the two end-vertices of e
do not belong to F . Since Q [i] − Fi and Q [i+ 1] − Fi+1 are both connected, any vertex in Q [i] − Fi can be connected to any
vertex in Q [i+ 1] − Fi+1 via a path connecting e. 
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Fig. 5. Illustration of the proof of Case 1 in Lemma 6.
Lemma 6. Let Q [0],Q [1], . . . ,Q [k − 1] represent the k disjoint subcubes after partitioning Q kn over some dimension, where
k ≥ 4 and n ≥ 3. In addition, let F be a faulty set in Q kn with |F | ≤ 6n − 6 and let Fi = F ∩ V (Q [i]) for 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1. If
Q [i− 1] − Fi−1,Q [i] − Fi and Q [i+ 1] − Fi+1 are disconnected for some 0 ≤ i ≤ k− 1, then Q kn − F is connected.
Proof. Since κ(Q kn−1) = 2n− 2, |Fi−1| = |Fi| = |Fi+1| = 2n− 2. Moreover, |Fj| = 0 for j ∈ {0, . . . , k− 1} − {i− 1, i, i+ 1}.
According to Lemma 5, each vertex in Q [j]−Fj can be connected to a vertex in Q [j+1]−Fj+1. Next, consider Q [i−1]−Fi−1.
Since |Fi−1| < 4(n− 1)− 2 = κ1(Q [i− 1]) (by Property 1), Q [i− 1] − Fi−1 contains at least one isolated vertex. We show
that Q [i− 1] − Fi−1 contains exactly one isolated vertex as follows. Suppose, on the contrary, that Q [i− 1] − Fi−1 contains
two isolated vertices, say u and v. Then, |Fi−1| ≥ |NQ [i−1]({u, v})| ≥ 4(n − 1) − 2 > |Fi−1|, which leads to a contradiction.
Hence, Q [i−1]−Fi−1 contains exactly one isolated vertex, say u. Let F ′i−1 = Fi−1∪{u}. Then, |F ′i−1| = (2n−2)+1 = 2n−1.
Clearly, Q [i− 1] − F ′i−1 contains no isolated vertex. Let C1 = Q [i− 1] − F ′i−1. We next show that C1 is connected. Suppose,
on the contrary, that C1 is disconnected. Then, since |F ′i−1| = 2n− 1 < κ1(Q [i− 1]) (by Property 1), C1 contains an isolated
vertex, which leads to a contradiction. Hence, Q [i− 1] − Fi−1 contains two components, one of which is an isolated vertex.
Similarly, Q [i] − Fi contains two components, one of which is an isolated vertex, say v, and the other one is a component,
say C2. Moreover, Q [i+ 1] − Fi+1 contains two components, one of which is an isolated vertex, say w, and the other one is
a component, say C3 (Fig. 5). The following two claims show that Q kn − F is connected.
Claim 1. Each vertex in Q [i− 1] − Fi−1 (resp. Q [i+ 1] − Fi+1) is connected to Q [i− 2] − Fi−2 (resp. Q [i+ 2] − Fi+2).
Proof of the claim. For any vertex in Q [i − 1] − Fi−1 (resp. Q [i + 1] − Fi+1), its left-neighbor (resp. right-neighbor) does
not belong to F because |Fi−2| = 0 (resp. |Fi+2| = 0). Hence, the result holds. 
Claim 2. Each vertex in Q [i] − Fi can be connected to some vertex in Q [i− 1] − Fi−1 or Q [i+ 1] − Fi+1.
Proof of the claim. Since v is not an isolated vertex in Q kn − F , vL or vR are in Q kn − F . Without loss of generality, assume
that vR ∈ Q kn − F . Hence, v can be connected to vR in Q [i+ 1] − Fi+1. Next, we show that each vertex in C2 can be connected
to some vertex in Q [i − 1] − Fi−1 or Q [i + 1] − Fi+1. Since |C2| = |V (Qi)| − (|Fi| + |{v}|) = kn−1 − [(2n − 2) + 1] >
|Fi+1| + |{w}| = |Fi−1| + |{u}| = (2n− 2)+ 1 = |Fi+1| + 1 = |Fi−1| + 1 for n ≥ 3 and k ≥ 4, there exists a perfect matching
edge e between C2 and Q [i − 1] − Fi−1 (Q [i + 1] − Fi+1) such that the two end-vertices of e do not belong to F . Therefore,
each vertex in C2 can be connected to some vertex in Q [i− 1] − Fi−1 or Q [i+ 1] − Fi+1. 
Claims 1 and 2 indicate that Q kn − F is connected. 
Lemma 7. Let Q [0],Q [1], . . . ,Q [k − 1] represent the k disjoint subcubes after partitioning Q kn over some dimension, where
k ≥ 4 and n ≥ 3. In addition, let F be a faulty set in Q kn with |F | ≤ 6n− 6 and let Fi = F ∩ V (Q [i]) for 0 ≤ i ≤ k− 1. If Q [i]− Fi
andQ [i+1]−Fi+1 are disconnected for some0 ≤ i ≤ k−1 and the otherQ [j]−Fj are connected for j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k−1}−{i, i+1},
then Q kn − F is connected.
Proof. According to Property 1, |Fi| ≥ 2n − 2 and |Fi+1| ≥ 2n − 2. In addition, |Fj| ≤ (6n − 6) − 2(2n − 2) = 2n − 2
for j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k − 1} − {i, i + 1}. Without loss of generality, assume that |Fi| ≥ |Fi+1|. Hence, |Fi+1| ≤ 6n−62 = 3n − 3
and |Fi| ≤ (6n − 6) − (2n − 2) = 4n − 4 because |F | ≤ 6n − 6. According to Lemma 5, each vertex in Q [j] − Fj can be
connected to Q [j + 1] − Fj+1 via a path. The results above yield the following two inequalities: 2n − 2 ≤ |Fi+1| ≤ 3n − 3
and 2n− 2 ≤ |Fi| ≤ 4n− 4.
Claim 3. Each vertex in Q [i] − Fi is connected to some vertex in Q [i− 1] − Fi−1 or Q [i+ 1] − Fi+1.
Proof of the claim. Let u be any vertex in Q [i] − Fi. Note that (u, uL) and (u, uR) are two perfect matching edges (Fig. 6). If
uL /∈ Fi−1 or uR /∈ Fi+1, we are done. Hence, assume that uL ∈ Fi−1 and uR ∈ Fi+1. Since u is not an isolated vertex in Q kn − F ,
there exists a vertex v ∈ NQ [i](u)−Fi. If vL /∈ Fi−1 or vR /∈ Fi+1, we are done. Hence, assume that vL ∈ Fi−1 and vR ∈ Fi+1. Since
(u, v) is not an isolated edge in Q kn − F , there exists a vertex w ∈ NQ [i]({u, v})− Fi. If wL /∈ Fi−1 or wR /∈ Fi+1, we are done.
Hence, assume that wL ∈ Fi−1 and wR ∈ Fi+1. The vertex w may be adjacent to u or v. Without loss of generality, assume
thatw is adjacent to v. Since Q [i] contains no triangle, NQ [i](w)∩NQ [i](v) = ∅ and NQ [i](u)∩NQ [i](v) = ∅. In addition, since
cn(Q [i]) = 2 (by Lemma 1), NQ [i](w)∩NQ [i](u) ≤ 2. Hence, |NQ [i](u, v, w)| ≥ (2n−3)+ (2n−4)+ (2n−3)−1 = 6n−11.
Let N = NQ [i]({u, v, w}) ∪ {u, v, w}. Then, |N| ≥ (6n− 11)+ 3 = 6n− 8. Let S ⊂ F be a faulty subset in N with |S| = m,
wherem ≥ 0. Hence,m ≤ |Fi| ≤ 4n−4. Suppose, on the contrary, that any vertex in N can not be connected to some vertex
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Fig. 6. Illustration of the proof of Claim 3 in Lemma 7.
Fig. 7. Illustration of the proof of Claim 4 in Lemma 7.
in Q [i − 1] − Fi−1 or Q [i + 1] − Fi+1. Then, |F | ≥ m + [(6n − 8) − m] × 2 = m + 12n − 16 − 2m = 12n − 16 − m ≥
12n− 16− (4n− 4) = 8n− 12 > 6n− 6 for n ≥ 4. This contradicts the fact that |F | ≤ 6n− 6. Therefore, there is a vertex
in N that can be connected to some vertex in Q [i− 1] − Fi−1 or Q [i+ 1] − Fi+1. 
Claim 4. Each vertex in Q [i+ 1] − Fi+1 can be connected to Q [i+ 2] − Fi+2 or Q [i− 1] − Fi−1.
Proof of the claim. Note that |Fi+1| ≤ 3n − 3 < 4(n − 1) − 2 = κ1(Q [i − 1]) for n ≥ 5 (by Property 1). Using a method
similar to that used in Case 1 of Lemma 8, it can be shown that Q [i + 1] − Fi+1 contains two components, including an
isolated vertex x and a component C .
First consider xL ∈ F . Since x is not an isolated vertex in Q kn − F , xR ∈ Q [i+2]− Fi+2 (Fig. 7(a)). Hence, the vertex x can be
connected to xR in Q [i+ 2] − Fi+2. Next, we show that each vertex in C can be connected to some vertex in Q [i+ 2] − Fi+2.
Since |C | ≥ kn−1− (3n−3)−1 > 2n−2 ≥ |Fi+2| for k ≥ 4 and n ≥ 5, there exists an edge e between C and Q [i+2]− Fi+2
such that the two end-vertices of e do not belong to F . Hence, each vertex in C is connected to some vertex in Q [i+2]−Fi+2.
Next, consider xL /∈ F . Let v = xL (Fig. 7(b)). If vL /∈ Fi−1, we are done. Hence, assume that vL ∈ Fi−1. Since (x, v) is not an
isolated edge in Q kn −F , there exists a vertexw ∈ NQ [i](v)−Fi. IfwL /∈ Fi−1 orwR /∈ Fi+1, we are done. Hence, assume thatwL
andwR are both in F . LetN = NQ [i]({v,w})∪NQ [i+1](x). If vertex x can be connected toQ [i+1]−Fi+1−x = C orQ [i−1]−Fi−1
via some vertex inN , we are done. Otherwise,N ⊆ F . Then, |F | ≥ |N|+4−1 = {(4n−6)+(2n−2)}+4−1 = 6n−5 > 6n−6,
which leads to a contradiction. 
The discussion above and Lemma 5 show that Q kn − F is connected. 
Lemma 8. Let F be a vertex subset in Q kn with |F | ≤ 6n− 6, where k ≥ 4 and n ≥ 5. If Q kn − F contains neither isolated vertices
nor isolated edges, then Q kn − F is connected.
Proof. Let Q [0],Q [1], . . . ,Q [k − 1] represent the k disjoint subcubes partitioned from Q kn over some dimension. Let
Fi = F ∩ V (Q [i]) for 0 ≤ i ≤ k− 1. Clearly, F0 ∩ F1 ∩ · · · ∩ Fk−1 = ∅. Since |F | ≤ 6n− 6 and κ(Q kn−1) = 2(n− 1) = 2n− 2
(by Property 1), at most three of Q [i] − Fi are disconnected. This leads to the following scenarios.
Case 1: There are exactly three subgraphs in Q [0]− F0,Q [1]− F1, . . . ,Q [k− 1]− Fk−1 that are disconnected. If the three
disconnected subgraphs are consecutive, then by Lemma 6, the result holds. If the three disconnected subgraphs
are not consecutive, a method similar to that used in Claim 1 can be used to show that Q kn − F is connected.
Case 2: There are exactly two subgraphs in Q [0] − F0,Q [1] − F1, . . . ,Q [k− 1] − Fk−1 that are disconnected.
Case 2.1: Two disconnected subgraphs are consecutive. By Lemma 7, the result holds.
Case 2.2: Two disconnected subgraphs are not consecutive. Let Q [i] − Fi be one disconnected subgraph and let
the other disconnected subgraph be Q [j] − Fj, where 0 ≤ i, j ≤ k − 1 and j /∈ {i − 1, i, i + 1}. According to
Property 1, |Fi| ≥ 2n − 2 and |Fj| ≥ 2n − 2. Moreover, |Fl| ≤ 2n − 2 for l ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k − 1} − {i, j}. Using a
method similar to that used in the proof of Claims 3 and 4, we can show that G− F is connected.
Case 3: There is exactly one subgraph in Q [0]− F0,Q [1]− F1, . . . ,Q [k−1]− Fk−1 that is disconnected. A method similar
to that used in the proof of Claim 3 shows the result.
Case 4: All the subgraphs Q [0] − F0,Q [1] − F1, . . . ,Q [k− 1] − Fk−1 are connected. A method similar to that used in the
proof of Lemma 5 shows the result. 
Theorem 1. κ2(Q kn ) = 6n− 5, where k ≥ 4 and n ≥ 5.
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Proof. Let Q [0],Q [1], . . . ,Q [k− 1] represent the k disjoint subcubes partitioned from Q kn over some dimension. Consider
a cycle C = ⟨u1, u2, u3, u4⟩ of length four in Q [i] for some 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1. Choose a path P3 = ⟨u2, u1, u4⟩ in C . Consider
the neighborhood of P3 in Q kn , i.e., NQ kn (P3). We show that NQ kn (P3) is the desired κ2-cut as follows. Note that |NQ kn (P3)| =
(2n−1)+ (2n−2)+ (2n−1)+1 = 6n−5. If X = Q kn − (P3∪NQ kn (P3)), then X contains neither isolated vertex nor isolated
edges, explained as follows. Clearly, |V (X)| = kn−3−(6n−5) = kn−6n+2 > 0 for k ≥ 4 and n ≥ 5. Thus, X ≠ ∅. Suppose,
on the contrary, that X contains an isolated vertex, say v. Then, by Lemma 3, 10 ≤ 2n = |NQ kn (v)| = |NQ kn (v)∩NQ kn (P3)| ≤ 4,
which leads to a contradiction. Hence, X does not contain any isolated vertex. Suppose that X contains an isolated edge e.
Then, according to Lemma 4, we have 4·5−2 ≤ 4n−2 = |NQ kn (e)| = |NQ kn (e)∩NQ kn (P3)| ≤ 8, which leads to a contradiction.
Thus, NQ kn (P3) is indeed the desired κ2-cut, which implies that κ2(Q
k
n ) ≤ 6n− 5 for k ≥ 4 and n ≥ 5.
Next, we prove that κ2(Q kn ) ≥ 6n − 5. Suppose, on the contrary, that F is a κ2-cut with |F | ≤ 6n − 6. Since Q kn − F
cannot contain an isolated vertex or an isolated edge, then by Lemma 8, Q kn − F is connected, which contradicts that F is a
cut. Hence, κ2(Q kn ) ≥ 6n− 5. These results show that κ2(Q kn ) = 6n− 5 for k ≥ 4 and n ≥ 5. 
5. Concluding Remarks
This study considers the 2-extra connectivity, a novel measurement for network reliability and fault tolerance. For the
k-ary n-cube Q kn , this study shows that κ2(Q
k
n ) = 6n − 5 for k ≥ 4 and n ≥ 5. In other words, at least 6n − 5 vertices
must be removed to disconnect Q kn provided the removal of these vertices does not isolate either a vertex or an edge. Results
demonstrate that κ2(Q kn ) is approximately three times of κ(Q
k
n ). Future research should evaluate the extra connectivity for
other networks using the proposed method.
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